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A monster is still a biological organism. So, I devised a treatment. If you found a way to weaken yourself,
maybe you can help me find a way to kill Marcel Gerard. He never came home. We got three additional
reports of missing kids. Eight years ago, you were running this city with an iron fist. You freed it, Vincent.
And now, it must be fed. That witch, he used their personal items to bind them to the spell. Hope Mikaelson is
linked to that spell. We got to cast a cleansing spell on New Orleans soil. Paramedics took the kids to the
hospital to get checked out. Hell of a sight. Powerful man overlooking his city. I wonder if I could convince
you to change your view? Allow me to distract. No, just one second. Marcel, we got a problem. They never
made it home. What are you talking about? I loaded those kids into the ambulance myself. The ambulance is
missing too. The children are sedated. Just one last thing. Your friend, Vincent Griffith. Once the pride of our
family, now a flophouse. Indeed, the mighty have fallen. Now the only question is whether or not you guys are
gonna keep yours. Your city has lost its charm. Just give us what we need, and we will do so, happily.
Nettoyer timoun sa a. Now look, the only gratitude I need from any of you is seeing you leave the city. Go see
your daddy. They all begin to die around Hope. Can you hear that? Vincent, what what is that? It means "the
Hollow". The Hollow is coming. Well, make an excuse. We can not be reckless, Niklaus. And how would you
have me respond? Let me see what I can do. And I will handle Marcel. Leaving me to do what, exactly? Stay
here and protect our daughter. Do not let anything or anyone near her. A word of warning. The Marcel that
you knew is gone. Oh, I guess I feel asleep working. Did you get any? I just woke up from a five-year nap.
Hope is still sick. Klaus asked me to see what I can do. Klaus did say that Marcel would be occupied. We can
enter his home, steal whatever we need and leave before anyone notices. You want me to help you rob the
most deadly vampire on the planet? The stone is kyanite. This is a cure. Provided you help me. How are you
feeling? Are the birds gone? Mom said you loved New Orleans most of all. But putting your love in a place is
a mistake. Being here in our home, seeing these walls, I am reminded that it is people who are best suited to
fill our hearts. It is a force my family and I are here to erase. Now, kindly excuse us, please. Griffith and I
have much to discuss. Okay, uh, give me a minute. And fortunately, I have a long history of removing
anything undesirable from New Orleans. What about Davina Claire, Elijah? So, you can only see me as some
kind of merciless butcher. And right now, according to you, you are facing two evils. Your way it is. Tended
to our own. But now, your problems are becoming mine. Someone is taking children. As you know, I have one
nonnegotiable rule: So just give me a name. But one of those kids is my daughter. She likes to paint, catch
fireflies, make up stories. I saw her draw the same symbol on her window in blood. Where do I find this
witch? She ran off to the bayou. Nice job on the lock. All magic is just opening locks and finding loopholes.
Oh, not you, though, huh? Since you are so in love with taking charge, where do we look? No doubt he did the
same with his venom. He would keep that someplace safe. You know, that ring enhances your instincts. Why
not try using them? A door opens and reveals a hidden safe. And who might this be? These are the ashes of a
witch that lost his way and it might just be the key to helping us find ours. This thing, um, the Hollow its
magic has a very unique signature. I felt it on this witch the other day when Marcel and I took him out, so if I
can trace that energy back to its source You can find the rest of these fanatics. So this thing which haunts my
niece, has it spoken to you? And I was able to shut it out, but a lot of people have a harder time doing that.
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Einwechter In Titus 2: This understanding is reflected by the Puritan commentator Matthew Poole, who
interpreted the phrase to mean: By the laws of Massachusetts as by those of England a married woman could
hold no property of her own. When she became a wife, she gave up everything to her husband and devoted
herself exclusively to managing his household. Therefore, a wife and mother may pursue a career outside of
the home â€” as a lawyer, teacher, sales clerk, etc. Which is the correct understanding? It is our belief that the
traditional interpretation is the correct one. This word is derived from two Greek words. The first, oikos,
means a house, a dwelling, or, by metonymy, a household or family. The second, ouros, refers to a keeper,
watcher or guardian, i. Oikourous is used only in the New Testament in Titus 2: There, the word oikourous
meant watching or keeping the house. It was employed in reference to a watchdog who guarded a house, but
more germane to the context of Titus 2: Furthermore, it was specifically used in praise of a good wife. It was
used of women to indicate those who were at home to watch over the affairs of a household, and of men to
designate those who stayed at home to avoid military service. The nature of her work is to manage the affairs
of her household, and the sphere of her work is the home. It is important to note that oikourous and its
cognates all included the idea of staying at home. Let the older women teach the younger women to remain
within the sphere of their own households so that they might properly attend to their duties of caring for their
family and managing its everyday affairs. Her role is so vital to the well-being of her husband and children,
her responsibilities in keeping the home so demanding, that it would not be possible to properly fulfill them
unless she devotes herself entirely to them. She cannot do what God has called her to do unless she abides at
home. God assigns three specific roles to the wife and mother. First, she is to be the helper of her husband.
Here is revealed the primary purpose of the woman in relation to her husband. Hence, it indicates one who is
able has what it takes to come to the aid of someone who is in need. Thus, God created the woman so that she
would be able to come to the aid of the man and be his support and help. This means that in essence the
woman is equal to man, but in function she is subordinate to the man â€” she is to assist and support him in his
calling; or, her calling is to help enable him to be successful in his calling. Now, since God assigns the woman
as a help to the man, he not only prescribes to wives the rule of their vocation, to instruct them in their duty,
but he also pronounces that marriage will really prove to men the best support in life. We may therefore
conclude, that the order of nature implies that the woman should be the helper of man. Second, the wife is to
bear and nurture the children. The bearing and raising of children is one of the central purposes of marriage
Gen. She was created with the marvelous capacity of conceiving and carrying life within her. After birth, she
is prepared by God to nurse the child and provide the tender love and affection the child so greatly needs. In
conjunction with her duty to help her husband, the wife has the great privilege and high calling to nurture the
children of the marriage. It means to nourish both body and soul. It refers to the tasks of feeding and educating
a child. The Scripture is definite in regard to the motherly responsibilities of the woman. It means not only to
raise, but also carries with it the idea of personal attendance, that of being with the child to care for and to
train. In another text, where Paul discusses the public ministry of the church, he says that women are not to
teach but be in silence. This word is a comprehensive term that comprehends all the duties of a mother â€”
physical care, training, etc. It speaks of the highest ideal of Christian womanhood. It brings out that which is
noblest and best within her being. It stands in opposition to the sphere of public teaching closed to her. If she
is faithful in fulfilling her calling, God will highly honor her, and she shall be counted as one of the true
heroes of the Faith. Third, the wife is to manage the home. Additionally, the Scripture says that through her
skill as a manager a wise woman secures the well-being of her household, while a foolish woman neglects her
managerial responsibilities and her house comes to ruin Prov. What About the Virtuous Woman? But the
picture of Proverbs 31 is that of a woman managing her own household, not of a woman leaving the home for
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employment elsewhere. She is a true helper to her husband enabling him to rise to prominence v. She cares for
the needs of her children and husband, assuring that they are well fed and well clothed v. She sees that all their
property is put to good use v. We often speak of the home as being the foundational unit of both church and
state. So let us act accordingly, and return the jewel that truly makes the home a treasure. Edinburgh, [] , 3:
Oxford, , p. John King Grand Rapids, reprint ed. Edmond Hiebert, First Timothy Chicago, , p. The virtuous
woman sees a field belonging to her husband that is either sitting idle or is not being used in the most
profitable way. She is a woman working out of her home under the authority of her husband not some other
man to provide extra income for the family as she is able. This article was orginally published in the
Chalcedon Report, May
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Plot summary[ edit ] The first William Howland did not return home to Tennessee on his way back from the
War of Instead, he settled on a hill in rural Mississippi, overlooking a small river. The fifth William Howland
was the last man bearing the name to live in the house. His wife died young, leaving him with a young
daughter, Abigail, and an infant son, William, who died just a year after his mother. Abigail married an
English professor who abandoned her with a child, also named Abigail, when he went off to fight in World
War II. When she died, William Howland was left to take care of his granddaughter Abigail. He also brought
Margaret, a new African American housekeeper to the house to live with him. Throughout the county, she was
known as his mistress and the mother of his other children. What no one knew, however, was that William had
secretly married Margaret to ensure that the children were legitimate. Once their children came of age,
William Howland and Margaret sent them north so that they could pursue lives as Whites. The secret of the
marriage came out only after the younger Abigail was married to John Tolliver, an up-and-coming politician,
who was running for governor. In the turbulent racist atmosphere of the South, Tolliver aligned himself with
the Klan and came out with racist statements against Blacks. This infuriated Robert Howland, the eldest son of
William and Margaret, who was living in obscurity in Seattle. Tolliver, who regarded Abigail as a trophy wife,
declared that their marriage was over and headed north to his family. Both William Howland and Margaret are
dead, but a mob gathered to vent its anger about the mixed marriage on Abigail and the Howland house. At the
end of the book, Abigail takes her revenge on the people of Madison City. Over the past generations, her
family had come to own most of the county, making her one of the richest people in the state. Over the course
of a single day, she takes revenge on the locals for betraying her grandfather by shutting down the hotel and
bringing most of the local economy to ruin. Once she has done that, she places a call to Robert, with the
intention of informing his new family that his mother was Black. Major themes[ edit ] Race plays an important
role throughout The Keepers of the House. Grau illustrates what she regards as hypocrisy among southerners,
whose beliefs about race do not coincide with their outward statements or actions. This dissonance is reflected
in the character, John Tolliver, who is challenged about whether he truly believes the racist rhetoric he spouts.
This bitter condemnation of racist rhetoric, made at the height of the Civil Rights Movement , evoked a sharp
public reaction against Grau. When the book was first published, Grau was publicly attacked by the Ku Klux
Klan , and a cross was burned on her lawn. Retrieved 5 April
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April, first published Source: The Howland dynasty began after the War of , when a young Tennessee solider
fighting for Andrew Jackson settled in Alabama. Over the next century, the Howlands accumulated a fortune,
fought for Secession, helped rebuild the South, and established themselves as one of the most respected
families in the state. But that history means little to Abigail Howland. Faced with such deep-seated prejudice,
Abigail is pushed to defend her family at all costs. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for fiction, The Keepers of the
House is an unforgettable story of family, tradition, and racial injustice set against a richly drawn backdrop of
the American South. Sometimes you come across a book that reminds you why you love your favorite genre.
From me, the genre is literary fiction and for me The Keepers of The House is one of those books that reminds
me why I am a literary fiction reader. Yes, it is a story of family and tradition but the racial injustice angle is
not a major issue. This novel spans two generation of the Howland family and their history after they settled in
Alabama. To fully understand the Howland family and the county the helped found. She takes the readers on a
journey through her colorful and rich family history. A large portion of the story focuses on her grandfather,
William Howland, and how he came to father three children by his mistress, Margaret who is black. Her voice
was authentic. It was interesting to see how she developed as a person as the time pasted. I just really liked her
and wanted to see how she got to the place in her life she was in when she was introduced in the first chapter.
All the characters good and bad were well thought out and presented. Now of them were flat. They all had
good qualities and bad. William, the grandfather was quite the character. He was mostly a serious man but at
times he displayed a great sense of humor. Like me, he thought, just like me. Primary his low opinion of the
women in his family. He seemed to think that they were worthless, unable to do anything without him or a
man. Which is probably why he was attracted to Margaret, who he thought of as strong. The strong black
women. The women who needs a husband to survive. If he would have told her, maybe opened up to her,
maybe things would have been a little different. But they were both tales of family history, how the started,
and how they developed. I will caution that while it is only pages, it is dense and takes a while to read.
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When Money and Power looks back on the cadavers left behind after the battle was concluded, it sees a
drought-shrunken river which turns back the sky, dully, like an old mirror. Over the vast expanse of the
Alabama heartland, belonging to seven generations of William Howlands, destiny spanned invisible woven
threads over Howland Place, Madison City and the county. Abigail Howland Mason Tolliver, a Howland
descendant, stumbled and fell into it. The sins of the fathers revisited the children. It was a God-awful reality.
There was a time when Money-power had a human name. It all started out in the spring of when William
Marshall Howland from Tennessee, settled down in the county and named the river Providence, after his
mother. Through seven generations, the Howlands worked hard. They farmed and hunted; they made whiskey
and rum and took it to the market down the Providence River to Mobile. However, it was Mrs. All sorts of
land. It was Methodist and Baptist country, where Coonshine was popular; Catholics and Freejack Negroes
were unpopular; Ridge runners brewed likker in the middle of the Honey Island Swamps; the New Church
community of proud Freejacks settled the pine uplands and the swampy bottomlands between the east and
west branches of the Providence River, had Indian Coctaw ancestry, with their customs and traditions intact,
keeping them even more away from the other Negros and spawned a half-breed called Margaret Carmichael.
She borned three red-headed, blue-eyed children to William Howland and sent them away forever to the
North, to save them from a life as quadroons, or Negroes in the South, grubbing in the mud. After all,
Margaret traveled by train to Cleveland to give birth to all three her white children. Neither could he claim his
heritage. In the South, most people could tell that Robert was a Negro. In the North, he would have been
white. Abigail wished him dead. But their common atavistic destiny dictated a different path With a ruthless
vengeance the wrongs of the past came tumbling down and shattered the illusion of heaven on earth when Ms.
Abigail Howland Mason married the ambitious lawyer John Tolliver, a gubernatorial candidate. William
Howland once told his granddaughter, Abigail, that she was a child and like her mother Abigail, his daughter,
had very little sense. Abigail Howland Mason Tolliver. It was all she had left to fight back. My comments A
tragic, beautiful tale, told in picturesque, cinematic, lyrical prose. The misleading serenity of the woodlands
and the swamps; the volatility of the times; the hatred and hypocrisy of the inhabitants; the cruelness of history
- it all burst open like an overripe boil that has been foisted for too long on a toxic body. What if William
Howland did not venture into the swamps to find the hidden stills of the Robertson brothers and met Margaret
Carmichael washing her clothes in a remote spot of the river? What if Abigail, his daughter, did not marry
Gregory Edward Mason? What if Abigail, his granddaughter, did not marry John Tolliver? What if William
Howland made his only son, Robert, his rightful heir? What if Abigail did not inherited his power and wealth
from her grandfather? What if Abigail blamed her own choices for the tragedy that ensued, and not other
people? For instance, who forced her to marry her husband? She could have changed their lives, but decided
not to? Would it have changed the racial conflict or the white perceptions in any way? Added to that was the
almost never-ending painting of the canvas as the background to the final events. Although beautifully
described in almost microscopic detail, the too elongated, tedious descriptions of the wilderness and the
swamps, and the history of violence and vengeance of the people surviving in it, discouraged more readers
than it should have. The book also confronted an America during a volatile period in the Sixties, when people
died in an effort to bring justice to all citizens of the country. There were too many word dumping taking
place, lessening the drama considerably. The book was also a story told a million times before. It added
nothing new to the debate that was raging through the country. What it did do, though, was bring a deeply
heartfelt tale to the table where anger and resentment ruled at the time, and presented a story in a musical
rhythm of words. It was a saga which needed to be told. It won the Pulitzer Prize in for exactly this reason.
And so she did, with the blood of seven generations of Howlands raging through her body, and the well of
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anger drenching an ancestral thirst for revenge. She did it the best way she knew how.
Chapter 6 : The Keepers of the House - Wikipedia
The Keepers of the House is a very descriptive and interesting novel with a very rural setting and well developed
characters, an enticing plot, and connections that the reader can only imagine making.

Chapter 7 : Doorkeeper of the United States House of Representatives - Wikipedia
Directed by Joseph Morgan. With Joseph Morgan, Daniel Gillies, Phoebe Tonkin, Charles Michael Davis. While Klaus
remains behind with Hope, Elijah and a reluctant Vincent join the hunt, which puts them on a dangerous collision course
with an unlikely new threat.

Chapter 8 : The Originals Season 4 Episode 4 "Keepers of the House" Guide
Keeper of the House is an unforgettable novel narrated by the lively Minyon Manigault, a young black woman from a
coastal South Carolina Gullah community. In

Chapter 9 : The Little Reading Nook: Review: The Keepers of The House by Shirley Ann Grau
Keepers of the House is the fourth episode of the fourth season of The Originals and the seventieth episode of the
series overall. Contents. Summary.
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